
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

5:45am 
TRX FUSION

GYMNASIUM

5:45 am 
CORE CONDITIONING 

TORQUE  
THE PREMIER STUDIO

5:45 am
TRX STICK + STRAPS 

GYM

5:45 am
RUMBLE 

THE PREMIER STUDIO

5:45 am
TRX STRENGTH 

GYM

8:30 am 
BOX  + BURN

THE PREMIER STUDIO

8:30 am
CLASSIC PILATES 

PILATES STUDIO

8:30 am 
METABOLIC MYZONE 

CONDITIONING
 THE PREMIER STUDIO

8:00 am 
ATHLETIC PILATES 

PILATES STUDIO

8:00 am 
PILATES 

PILATES STUDIO

12:00 pm 
HIIT TRX 

PREMIER STUDIO

8:30 am 
H.E.A.T.

GYM

12:00 pm
TRX STICKS + STRAPS

PREMIER STUDIO

9:00 am 
STRICTLY

STRENGTH
THE PREMIER STUDIO

8:30 am 
TRX 

GYMNASIUM

4:30 pm
T.B.C.

THE PREMIER STUDIO

4:30 pm 
BACK TO BASICS
THE PREMIER STUDIO

12:00 pm 
MYZONE MATCH

THE PREMIER STUDIO

5:30 pm 
PILATES 

PILATES STUDIO

4:30 pm
SAVED BY THE BELL
THE PREMIER STUDIO & B

THE PREMIER SGT CLASS SCHEDULE 

Register for classes on our mobile app. Search for  
“CHRISTUS HWC”. Visit CHRISTUSHWC.ORG for more info. 

12:00 pm 
PILATES 

PILATES STUDIO

9:00 am 
ROTATING CLASS
EVERY THIRD SATURDAY
IS PREMIER PLUS BOGA

SATURDAY

5:30 pm
CORE 360

THE PREMIER STUDIO

5:30 pm 
CORE 360

THE PREMIER STUDIO

(SMALL GROUP TRAINING)

6:30 am
REFORMER CIRCUIT 

PILATES STUDIO

6:30 pm 
WEIGHTLIFTING 101
PREMIER PLUS ONLY

GYMNASIUM

6:30 pm 
WEIGHTLIFTING 101
PREMIER PLUS ONLY

GYMNASIUM



Athletic Pilates  Enhance strength and coordination with focus on developing a specific pose or principle each month. 

Back to Basics This course is designed to educate our members on the 5 basic movements (squat, hinge, push, pull and rotate) and highlight the function of high rep, low weight sets 
compared to low rep high weight sets and outcomes. 

Box N Burn  An intense class of boxing technique mixed with strength & conditioning, agility, plyometrics and much more! 

Classic Pilates Practice the classical exercises in a series designed to make you feel long and lean. * Limited to 3 per class

CORE 360  Most people associate their core with just their midsection, however the core is a complex series of muscles extending far beyond your abs, such as: traverse abdominis (TVA), 
erector spinae, obliques and your lower lats.

Core Conditioning Walk taller, feel stronger! This class is designed to build core muscle groups while improving posture through performing a variety of exercises that 
strengthen the abdomen and back muscles and increase flexibility. The instructor may include a variety of equipment in this great workout.

H.E.A.T.  (High Energy Advanced Training) Combine high intensity interval training with muscle conditioning. 

HIIT TRX Class This class incorporates TRX strength with HIIT (High Intensity Interval Training). It’s a cardio-intensive class that incorporates plyometric drills with intervals of TRX power, 
resistance and core training. 

Metabolic MYZONE Conditioning  Short, fast-paced interval training, aimed at increasing your metabolism and cardiovascular capacity. MMC involves a combination of body 
resistance training with high-paced cardio training.

MYZONE Match  A color-driven workout regimen where users aim to match the target color to their own MYZONE Effort Tile.  Zone Match motivates and challenges you to achieve set 
zones within your workout.  

Pilates Improve strength, coordination, flexibility, balance and core stability through flow, precision and total body integration

Rumble Focus on using a variety of equipment to incorporate old school strength training in new ways so that you can build strength, add lean muscle, and trim body fat

Reformer Circuit: Improve strength, flexibility, coordination and core stability using a circuit format, which aims to increase the effectiveness of Pilates reformer 

Saved By The Bell A course dedicated to the proper use of barbells, kettle bells, and dumbbells. We will focus on full range of motion exercises, load bearing exercises and load focused 
cardio exercises during these sessions

Strictly Strength Utilizing strength training, functional, and multi-muscle based movements, this class will strengthen and tone your entire body as you use various types of exercises 
and equipment including body weight, kettlebells, TRX, and BOSU® 

TBC (Total Body Conditioning) Utilize light, medium and heavy weights that will tone your figure, boost flexibility and give your muscles the size and definition you’ve always wanted. 

TRX A form of suspension training that uses body weight exercises to develop strength, balance, flexibility and core stability simultaneously.

TRX Fusion This class incorporates numerous TRX suspension exercises along with body weight, free weights, and battle rope exercises to develop strength and endurance as well as 
improve balance, and core strength.

TRX Sticks + Straps This workout includes challenging total-body strength circuits using the TRX straps mixed with TRX stick intervals in both aerobic and anaerobic training zones. 

Guaranteed to challenge your strength, stretch your endurance and make you sweat. 

Weightlifting 101:  PREMIER PLUS ONLY A 12-week progression course to highlight the fundamental techniques in weight/barbell training. This course if available for any 

fitness level and goal.  You’ll learn how to exercise effectively using proper form and technique to maximize results and reach your goals.  Monthly InBody measurements will be 

recorded.

FOR FULL CLASS  DESCRIPTIONS VISIT 
CHRISTUSHWC.ORG/PREMIER-MEMBERSHIP




